EARLY JUNE CAMP PACKING LIST
If you see this experience at Early June Camp as the first of many years at camp, consider using a trunk for packing. It is essential
for the longer sessions. We've mentioned a few resources to purchase one in the document titled “Packing and Preparing for Camp”.

CLOTHES
___ 1 pillow

ESSENTIAL CAMPING GEAR

___ 1 pillow case

___ raingear/poncho

___ 2-3 bath towels (NOT beach towels)

___ sleeping bag (nylon shell/polyester filling)

___ 2 wash cloths

___ sleeping pad

___ 1 mesh laundry bag

___ cap or hat( wool or fleece)

___ 2 pairs of pajamas

___ light jacket or windbreaker

___ 2-3 bathing suits

___*stuff sack (large for sleeping bag)

___ 2 pairs of long pants

___*flashlight (or head lamp)

___ 5 t-shirts or tank tops

___* 2 cheap water bottles

___ 2 long sleeve shirts or turtlenecks

___* bug spray/repellant

___ 1-2 fleeces or sweatshirts

___*sunscreen

___ 7 pairs of underpants

___*bandanas
___*eating utensils (spoon, bowl, cup)

___ 4 pairs of shorts
___ 5 pairs of socks (some long socks)
____* toiletries (toothpaste, toothbrush, shampoo,

conditioner, deodorant, liquid body wash)

SHOES

___ comfortable, everyday shoes (Chacos, Tevas,

Crocs, or a similar style, NOT flip flops)
___ tennis shoes ( 2 pairs: 1 pair for tennis or
general use and 1 pair that can get wet or
muddy)

OPTIONAL ITEMS (completely non essential)

These things are simply “nice to have” according to
some of our “old pro” campers)
___ stuffed animal; not your favorite!
___ washable light blanket or quilt (camp does

provide sheets and blankets but many girls like
this added touch from home. Please do not send
sheets)

___ Crazy Creek or similar chair
___*disposable camera

___ riding/hiking shoes (tie shoes w/ low heel (3/4”),
rubber boots or paddock boots)

___ reading material

___ flip flops (ONLY for shower and cabin use)

___ *extra batteries for flashlight

___ *extra hair ties
___ *stamps and stationary

Shop at Amazon Smile and the camp scholarship
fund benefits! Have you heard about the Frank and
Calla Bell Scholarship Fund? The mission of the
fund is to provide financial support for children to
attend camp that otherwise would not be able to. A
very easy way for you to support the fund is to shop at
www.AmazonSmile.com and enter The Frank and
Calla Bell Scholarship Fund as the agency you are
supporting. It doesn’t cost you anything extra.

*May be bought in the camp store

